COMPACT DRAWN ARC STUD WELD TOOL
FEATURES AND BENEFITS
Precision-engineered for convenient
setup and optimum performance
Lightweight, ergonomic design
minimizes operator fatigue
Heat settings adjust fast and
easily — without additional tools —
simplifying operation for novice and
experienced users
Provides immediate visual feedback
on heat settings, eliminating operator
guesswork
Stainless steel internal components
provide long life and accuracy

Image’s 3/8 “ compact drawn arc stud welding tool is precision-engineered for
quick setup and optimum performance. Ergonomically designed, it offers “fit-like-aglove” comfort, promotes efficient welding, and increases productivity while reducing
operator fatigue. Compact and lightweight (less than 2 lbs.), the tool can be used even
in the tightest weld areas, and users can make adjustments easily and conveniently — on
the fly — without additional tools.
This tool is ideal for jobs where operator fatigue can play a significant factor in
productivity. This tool has gotten rave reviews from operators that wield the typical
8 pound weld tool.
Though this tool is light weight it has been designed to be rugged. The body is molded
with high durability polymer plastic. The internal components are precision machined
stainless steel to ensure accuracy and longevity. This tool features a rear adjustment
that works like a power drill clutch for simplified, quick setting changes. This tool is
designed for compatibility with most arc stud welding power supplies.

COMPACT DRAWN ARC STUD WELD TOOL
MECHANICAL SPECIFICATIONS
(200.6 mm)
7.90 in.

specifications
Basic Weight:	1.9 lbs. (0.88 kg)
Includes standard legs and foot, plus cable inside the gun
Stud Range Capacity:	14 gauge - 3/8" (3 mm - 10 mm)

(22.2 mm)
.875 in.

ACCESSORIES
Standard Chuck Nut Wrench (GRM12)
(165.3 mm)
6.51 in.

(94.2 mm)
3.71 in.

Optional
Collets

#4 (CLI11)

#10 (CLI19)

3/8" (CLI37)

5 mm (CLIM5)

#6 (CLI13)

1/4" (CLI25)

2 mm (CLIM2)

6 mm (CLIM6)

#8 (CLI16)

5/16" (CLI31)

4 mm (CLIM4)

WELD CONNECTORS

CONTROL CONNECTORS

Screw
Style
Connector

Cam Lok
Weld Connector

R&S
Connector

Hubble
Connector

Dinse
Weld Connector

Ordering Information
AL WELD TOOL PART NUMBERS
CONTROL CONNECTORS
Weld Connector

Screw 		

R&S 		

Cam Lok

GRGAC-09		

GRG2C-09		

GRG8C-09T

Hubble

Dinse

GRGAW-09		

GRG2W-09		

GRG8W-09T

Imaginative Solutions from an Industry Leader
This new light weight stud weld tool is the result of imaginative thinking
and a commitment to provide our customers with reliable, easy-to-use stud
welding equipment. As a technology-driven industry leader in stud welding,
Image Industries continues to provide innovative, cost-effective solutions to
your fastening challenges. We can provide everything you need — equipment,
technical expertise, value-added solutions, and exceptional customer service —
all from one company.

Imagination W orking For You

To learn more about Compact
Drawn Arc Stud Weld tools or to
discuss your requirements,
call us at (800) 722-7883.
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